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dinesat pro is a software that allows you to manage
every aspect of a radio station: authorizations,

commercials, schedules, programs, on-air and so on.
dinesat pro runs simultaneously on two computers:
one of the computers is used to select and record

audio from the radio station, while the other, used to
control the recording, is a server. in this way it is
possible to control the station remotely, and to
record the station, including the commercials,

without having to be physically present in the studio.
dinesat pro allows you to create professional

programs and audio and video materials, as well as
to create schedules that are fully functional. it also
allows you to choose the mood, time and style of
each program, so that your audience will have the

best possible experience. in addition to the features
mentioned above, dinesat pro has a unique feature
that allows you to schedule your programs or listen
to your favorite channel from the station remotely,
through the internet, and even outside the country,

without having to be physically present in the studio.
dinesat pro has a beautiful design and an intuitive
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interface that allows you to quickly and easily learn
how to use it. the version 1.3.4 has many

improvements over the previous version, including
the ability to record programs that are assigned a

specific time slot, and the ability to record a
program when the transmitter is turned on.. or roll)
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the tool for music snips. hardata smart radio
understands the importance of your music, and so it
makes sure that the contents remain organized and

grouped by genre, song or artist. the results are
great, and when combined with the dashboard

display, the application facilitates a very efficient
workflow. the screen is divided into floating windows

with the possibility of configurating their
appearance, size and distribution. mix of the sound
of the play lists personalize your program with the

logo of your radio station support for wav, ogg, mp3,
wma, etc. drag and drop between all the units

launching of automatic time signals, configurable to
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15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes sos button: combination
of 2 keys that can send a certain jingle in the case
that announcer makes a mistake variable aspect
with the different use of skins installer/uninstaller
dinesat naventuno is a new program, very flexible
and powerful, that works together with dinesat tv

and dinesat visual radio. this program allows you to
create your radio station with little effort and with

maximum quality. includes more than 60 play lists of
various formats ( wav, mp3, mp4, wma,..), all types

of graphic and text elements, mobile phones, license
fees, scrolling, hovering, rotating, flexible,

detachable, multi-speed, unlimited playlists, audio,
video and usb support. the screen is divided into

floating windows with the possibility of configurating
their appearance, size and distribution. mix of the

sound of the play lists personalize your program with
the logo of your radio station support for wav, ogg,

mp3, wma, etc. 5ec8ef588b
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